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BUENOS AIRES: Argentina is on the verge of signing
a deal with the United States that would allow two-
way trade of fresh beef for the first time in nearly two
decades, the South American country’s international
trade secretary, Marisa Bircher, told Reuters. The
agreement, expected to be signed within days, would
simultaneously open beef imports to both countries,
Bircher said in an interview.

“We are negotiating the reopening to happen over
the days ahead,” she said. “All the technical and
administrative questions have been settled.”

At a time when the country is seeking to boost beef
sales abroad, the agreement would allow Argentina to
show other prospective buyers that its meat is healthy
enough to enter a country with some of the world’s
toughest sanitary protocols. The deal would also open
a new market for the US cattle sector, although
demand for US beef is low in Argentina. The country is
famous for its quality steaks, some tender enough to
be cut with a spoon as demonstrated with a flourish by
waiters in the iconic steak houses of Buenos Aires.

Argentina will have a 20,000 ton limit on its
exports to the United States, Bircher said, while there
will be no limit on US beef going to Argentina.

The US Department of Agriculture and US Trade
Representative’s Office in Washington, and the US
embassy in Buenos Aires did not respond to requests
for comment. Bircher said Argentina stopped export-
ing beef to the United States about 17 years ago due
to US concerns about Argentine cattle being contami-
nated by foot-and-mouth disease. “We have eliminat-
ed that through a vaccine program in our livestock
sector,” she said.

Another senior Argentine official, speaking on
background, confirmed that Argentina and the United
States were “close” to a deal. The last time the United
States sent fresh beef to Argentina was in 1999,
according to Argentina’s official statistics agency.

Once one of the world’s top five beef suppliers,
Argentina was hobbled under the anti-farm policies of
the country’s previous president, Cristina Fernandez.
The country fell off the top 10 list of beef exporters
during her eight-year presidency. It is back in the top
10, according to USDA data and could get into the top
five next year thanks to the free market policies of
President Mauricio Macri and a sharp weakening of
the local peso currency this year.

It’s a delicate time for the world food system.
Traditional trade routes of grains and oilseeds have
been interrupted by a trade war between Washington
and Beijing. The world’s two biggest economies are
now looking for new commercial partnerships to
strengthen their positions. to bolster their positions in
their trade war.

A US beef deal with Argentina could provide a
glimmer of good news for US farmers after weeks of
bearish trade war headlines. — Reuters
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Kuwait inflation remains low 
in the third quarter of 2018

Strong dinar helps limit rising import price pressures 
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KUWAIT: Inflation hit a 14-year low of 0.3 percent y/y
in September, having averaged 0.8 percent in July and
August. The low September reading was driven prima-
rily by softer food and beverage prices, and deflation in
housing services (rents). But our core measure of infla-
tion, which excludes food and housing, also eased in
3Q18, ending the quarter at 1.5 percent from 1.7 per-
cent in June, mostly on softer inflation in services.
Continued low inflation may have been helped by the
stronger Kuwaiti dinar this year due to the appreciating
US dollar, in turn limiting import price pressures. But it
also reflects moderate rates of economic growth, soft
lending growth, gradually rising interest rates and the
absence of fresh subsidy cuts or increases in indirect
taxes. We expect inflation to remain low in Q4 and
average 0.6 percent in 2018 as a whole.

Housing services prices 
Inflation in housing services eased further into neg-

ative territory in 3Q18, ending the quarter at -1.5 per-
cent from -0.9 percent in June. But the decline was
caused entirely by higher prices in the base period of
last year, with rents unchanged since 2Q18. Rents are
likely to remain subdued in the near term, as landlords

will be reluctant to raise rents with apartment vacancy
rates still high. However, there are tentative signs of
improvement in the housing market reflected in a
recent rise in apartment and building prices which had
previously fallen a long way. But at the same time,
renewed pressure on rents could occur from the intro-
duction of new buildings and apartments that are cur-
rently under construction.

Inflation in goods picks up 
Food and beverage inflation picked up from 0.1

percent y/y in June to above 1 percent in July and
August but then eased to 0.4 percent in September.
The spike in July/August was due to a local factor, fish
and seafood prices, which are typically volatile and
subject to seasonality. This price surge has since
eased, bringing food inflation back to the near-zero
levels commonly seen since mid-2016. Meanwhile,
inflation in other goods has also risen modestly, with
clothing and footwear deflation moderating to -1.4
percent in September from -2 percent at the close of
2Q18.  Household goods inflation has also gradually
picked up to register 2.2 percent in September from
1.9 percent in June. This could be due to summer sales

coming to a close.
Inflation in services eased in 3Q18, mainly on the

back of the softness in housing inflation described
above. However, the drop was also due to softer prices
for other services, where despite rebounding to -1
percent from a low of -2.2 percent in August, inflation
is still down from the -0.4 percent recorded at the end
of Q2.  Services prices have generally been trending
lower in 3Q18, with softer inflation evident in trans-
portation, recreation, education, and restaurants and
hotels, which together account for about 20 percent
of the CPI basket. 

From a forecast average of 0.6 percent in 2018, infla-
tion is expected to pick up towards 2 percent next year.
With building and apartment prices showing tentative
signs of recovery, it is reasonable to expect that rents
will eventually stabilize and could then begin to rise.
The uptrend in global food prices may also eventually
reflect on local prices. Moreover, the general economic
climate is supportive of slightly firmer inflation, with oil
prices still above last year’s levels and GDP growth
expected to rebound to 4 percent in 2019, making way
for a stronger fiscal position, which may translate into
higher government spending and wage growth. Finally,

the central bank’s recent relaxation of consumer lend-
ing limits could lift consumer spending. However there
are also some continued sources of downward pressure
on inflation, including rising interest rates, weak growth
in the expatriate population and the strong Kuwaiti
dinar, which is currently up around 5 percent against
the euro and pound year-to-date, and should help limit
rising import price pressures. 

GENEVA: Wage growth in 2017 slowed to its lowest
rate since 2008, the year of the financial crisis, despite
solid economic growth and falling unemployment in
major economies, the International Labor Organization
said yesterday. The latest global wage report from the
United Nations agency also found that women world-
wide continue to be paid about 20 percent less than
men. Based on data from 136 countries, the ILO said
that wage growth fell from 2.4 percent in 2016 to just
1.8 percent last year. But the outlook for workers is

bleaker when the calculations exclude China, where a
massive population and steadily rising wages heavily
influence the data.  Discounting China, wages only rose
1.1 percent last year, compared with 1.8 percent in 2016. 

Consistent with recent trends, the report also high-
lighted substantial differences between high-income
and developing countries.  In what the ILO calls
“emerging and developing G20 economies”, wages
have almost trippled in the last 20 years, including 4.3-
percent-growth last year.

But in advanced G20 nations, wages have risen by a
meagre nine percent over the past two decades and
basically flatlined in 2017, with a rise of just 0.04 per-
cent. Those figures, against the backdrop of rising eco-
nomic growth and falling unemployment in high-income
countries is “puzzling”, ILO director-general Guy
Ryder said in a statement. 

‘Social injustice’ 
Ryder also called the persistent gender pay gaps

“one of today’s greatest manifestations of social injus-
tice.” “All countries should try to better understand

what lies behind them and accelerate progress towards
gender equality,” he added. 

The ILO also downplayed the importance of the fac-
tors traditionally used to explain gender pay discrepan-
cies, notably different levels of education.  “In many
countries women are more highly educated than men
but earn lower wages, even when they work in the same
occupational categories,” ILO wage specialist and
report co-author, Rosalia Vazquez-Alvarez, said in the
statement.  Vazquez-Alvarez told reporters in Geneva
that the gender pay gap broadly remains “a highly
unexplained phenomenon”. “To some extent, it is driven
by prejudices (and) by stereotypes,” she said, stressing
that the gender pay gap cannot be explained by pro-
ductivity variances between men and women. 

The pay gap is prevalent in nearly all of the coun-
tries surveyed in the report, but key differences exist
among regions, ILO said.  For example, in wealthier
countries, the pay discrepancies are most pronounced
at the top end of the salary scale, while in developing
countries the gender gaps are largest among the lowest
earners.  — AFP 
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MOSCOW: The ruble weakened to its lowest since
mid-November yesterday as market players priced in
risks carried by Russia’s seizure of Ukrainian naval
ships off the coast of Russia-annexed Crimea.

Having largely ignored a sell-off on the oil market
last week, the ruble took a hit from concerns about the
standoff between Russia and Ukraine that reminded
investors of 2014, when Moscow annexed Crimea and
was stung by Western sanctions. Russia seized three
Ukrainian naval ships on Sunday after opening fire on
them and wounding several sailors, escalating tensions
between the two countries.

Yestrday Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko
signed a decree introducing martial law in Ukraine for
two months following the incident, though it must still
be approved by the country’s parliament.

The rouble dropped to 67.17 versus the dollar for
the first time since Nov. 14, heading away from levels of
around 65.50 seen last week. As of 1318 GMT, the ruble
shed 1.4 percent to 67.13 against the greenback and
was on track to post its largest one-day slide since
Nov. 9. “The selling pressure on the Russian ruble
increased after Russia attacked Ukrainian warships
reigniting simmering conflict between the two coun-
tries,” said Piotr Matys, EM FX Strategist at Rabobank
in London. “The resurfacing of geopolitical risk that
may lead to another round of punitive measures against
Russia accompanied by the precipitous fall in oil prices
since the beginning of October leaves the bias skewed
to the upside in USD/RUB,” Matys said.

Against the euro, the ruble also fell, shedding 1.9
percent of its value to 76.44.

“The escalation of conflict between Russia and

Ukraine... clearly creates a negative background for the
ruble in the short term,” said Dmitry Dolgin, chief econ-
omist at ING Bank in Moscow. Recovering oil prices
did little to help the ruble. Brent crude oil, a global
benchmark for Russia’s main export, was up 2.3 percent
at $60.14 a barrel after last week’s drop to $58.41.

A trade war between the world’s two biggest
economies and oil consumers, the United States and

China, has weighed on the energy market this month.
Oil prices are in focus again ahead of the G20 meeting
in Argentina this week, where US President Donald
Trump and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping are set
to meet. Russian stock indexes fell. The dollar-denomi-
nated RTS index was down 2.3 percent at 1,087.8
points, while the ruble-based MOEX Russian index was
0.9 percent lower at 2,322.2 points. — Reuters
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JIANSU: Workers sort packages after the “Singles Day” shopping festival at a delivery company in Nantong
in China’s eastern Jiangsu province. Singles Day, which is China’s annual discount shopping bonanza, was
held on November 11.—AFP


